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Miss Eagle To
Speak Sunday
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Revolutionary As Monitor
•

•

WADESBORO. N
C flP
T
May II
— A
DF,ROIT.
;Farmer Heney Murton eral rui.al
shutdewn of all General Motor,
Policeman Manley Thernas todey
eutonotive assembly operaons
e
arid
hunted a . -huge beast- that lee
hirers* by other auta firms-today
footprint; 13 Inch ',I long in a reed
idled ebeut a half-mill.on workers.
0/
• on Morton's watermelon patre.
The sprawling GM or ganization
Merton said his melon field.
raid it would halt assemblies for
FRANKLIN. May II t
Sen.
Yesterday was Junior Rotarians
MY 11
J
trday enly. giving a "varetiene to
Earle C. Clements, candidate for ;• located in a •wilderness beside
Kettet
Day at the Murray Retirry 'Club
candeliee for the Dsreo- , mote than 390.000 hourly - rated
Whe Democratic renomination to the Pee Dee River and neat the
ceatic
when three outstanding high school
mination to the U.S. Sen- workers. A GM spokesman said
!ghost
town
of
Sneedsburough, has
7he U S. Senate. today ,.criticezed
.
'Students firm each of the county
ad Thursday night he dees
this week's production •vas cut to
-th:rse ti tiding" he charged his , been raided by deer and cows
'tut
11Cr3 to attempt to "influ- four
t
ut before by iinythtng like the high schools were entertained by
days -to balance production
pponent intends doing with the
club.
Murray
'the
fee
epee'
Democratic
Cell
State
us ith crrent
custrmer donand.u
Senate .seat of "our beloved friend :latest marauder.
in
was
Warming
charge
Karl
Committee
a:eta:Cleve
sein
' Morton and Thomas said the
Full preductien will be resumed
Alben Barkley."
the
of
short
program
a
made
and
ise:tinDemocratic nomin:e to Menday, he added.
Speaking here in the first stop 13-inch by five-inch track measured
talk to the club elating that the
staialea
the late Sen. Alben W., The GM cutback followed an
on today's tour of the 2nd and twice as big as the track of a
schools
were
boys
selected by their
estimate by the trade publication
4th districts, Clements de:lared, 650-pound. 10-year old bear held
because of their outetanding rericri '
RaTh
taim
- Mittee will meet at the Automotive News that this week's
-The sponsors of my opponent captive here. In addition, they
cords.
CaKIL! Hotel at Frankfort' 5atur-! car production would be the lewesi
(Joe B. Bates) are anxious to said, the melon patch track bore
He read the "Twelve Marks of
day
possibly to chemise the S.m. in the natian of 1956. The cutback
ke away the birthright of Ken- three-inch long claw malks.
ate r
Morton said he got a glimpse of a Good Citizen" to the club and
us as expected to lower the estimate
'Kcky voters.
as he called each boy's name,
B.
Tuesday offered to with- of 111.230 units even further.
"Each day then they get a little the beast when' he drove up to his
he came forward to receive •
-106e - ern the May 29 primer).
Prior sales . of new,. ceirs were
tired of trying to effect a swap six-acre, riverside field but at first
certificate from the club listing
aainst Sen.' Earle C. Clem- blamed for the GM cutback and
“f sernething that is your business. thought he had surprised a rajdiag
EIVI ood (aerclon
fact
the
and
marks
twelve
these
ents • he were given the Demo- those by Ford and ahlysler. the
they turn to the newspapers to deer.
"It was foggy and when I took 'that he had been honored by his
Elwood Gordon. Deniociatic can- eraelic nomination for Barkley's ther members of the auto indusannounce what they are going to
school.
•
didate for United Str tee Repre- Mime :ed Lem. Bates said his of- try's -Big Three!'
do after they have completed their a closer look the moving object
The graduating seniors, and their sentative will speak in Murray ter yeet made to "insure a Demappeared to be a man in a stooped
The United: Auto Workers Tinton
trading,
schools are -as follows:
tomorrow at 2:00 p.m. at the ocratit victory' in t h e general , estimated that more than 123.000
"As I have said to you befoee, over position," he said. "Then the
Murray Training School, Gene Calloway Ceunty coo thouse.
ele_tio , • which confronts us."
auto ieurkers were laid off inI am not being a party to a trading beast came Out of the melon Patch
Ray, Gerald Jeffrey. Is:-ac Adams,
He eenied last night that the definitely:* UAW President Walter
Gordan is opposing the incumsnatch now and shall never attempt and disappeared."
Almo, Donald Burkeen. Cindin bent Noble Gregory for the posi- action saowed any lack of con- P. Reuther asked for joint labor
As barter away your right to select
Jobs and Eugene Herndon.
fidence or are attempt to barter. - management eonferenSes ii, solve
tion in Congiess.
wfour representative in CozagreeLynn Grove. Jerry Ford'tabsenti.
"alarming- rat.•
"Ara i.uch expression of opinionV what he celled
Clements added•
Glen Cochrum. and Bobby Fain.
on thr part et any person shouldk of unemployment in both the au.
"I won't be in Frankfort Saturdio
Hazel, Gene Steely, Ray Dunn
it
be takr n for whet .
red farm implement industries.
hovering over the committee if
and Billy Flood.
Khiph a that the person who ex- , Chrysler has idled 6.210 workers
able citizens. They are capable
Allbritten
New Concord. Billy
pressel ,-uch an opin:on is a self- indefinitely at plants here and ire
oi administering to the affairs;
FRANKFORT. May 11 IIP — Doris Hill and Max McCuiston.
ids. ex-grinding person who has t Ever- v .11e. Ind.. since Reuther's
of the party without my advice I
That gourmet's delight—the legs
Kirksey, Larry Lyies. Billy BazWhatsoever in the i leoposal arid laid aff 6.500 others
rici iele-tet
or any person's dictates."
of the Kentucky bullfrog—are zell and Farley Adams.
fai- tea days in.
Dentoc: aiic Party."
He referred to the State Demcoming into season next week,
President Holmes Ellis made
Hai erected that his °Biz -to ;re
ocratic Central Executive Committhe state Department of Fish and several remarks giving the guests
Mrs. Ems Swift. age 764 pied about party harmony needs no er.
lee. whioh will meet Saturday.
Wildlife Resources said today.
the meaning of Rotary. He told Thursday Morning at ten-Ithirty planate r. froM _those !who are .i
Illossibly to select a nominee for
The season opens on May 15 them that there are now over o'clock at her home following a
terest.a in the welfare of • te.
Barkley's vacant seat.
and runs through Dec 31. But 9.000 clubs with over one-half short two.day illness.
party"
Clements planned to speak later
over
the
scattered
prospective
members,
hunter must take 'million
Mrs. Swift was born and reared
By MERRIMAN SMITII
aides, at Bowling Green and Glas"A: effee has been math and
along equipment to keep •hirhself the globe. He listed the objectives in Calloway County where she
• eerie.
that *ire. stands." le• eldest -the United Press White Haase Writer
on the right side of the law He of Rotary and gave eSerioce above has lived ell her life. She is the
WASHINGTON.•May 11 :IP —A
matte is entirely in the hands of
must have a fishing or hunfing !Self' as the motto.
widow of the late E. H Swift the .• ,limittee."
battery of doctors today prepared
,
license If he shoots a crocker
Visiting Rotarians were Judge who died in 1941.
'tat i to give President Eisenhower his
however.
charged.
He
with a rifle he must have the H H Lovett. Sr and Jess Collier
one
are
relatives
Surviving
Clenv ts 'It a a thminated t'it e first major medical :xamination
hunting license and if he gigs of Benton. Preacher Graves and 'daughter. Mrs flugh Waldrop. RFD
State Central Exceutiv., Cernmit• ! since he announced he will run
a frig he must have a fishing • Phillip Watson of Paris and Bill 1, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Charlie
.d if his domination Should i for a second teem.
i
tee
vors
bro.her.
license. His gigging weapon must ,Mabrey of Mansfield, Ohio.
1Grliharn, Murray. one
ie, the caances of a corn-1 The President entered Walter
i _
follow the rules also.
C. W Ketcham was a guest, of Luther Buttervenrth. Murray twat' pro
,, Reed Army Hospital Thursday
are very slim.The bag limit is 15 for • 24 ;Ed Settle.
two grand -children. Judith Ann
Gev. A. B Chaneler. speaking emcee' for what he celled the
Waldrop.
hour period from noon to noon
and Janice Kay
in behalf of Bates' candidacy. al- "head to toe" routine cheekup he
Nee dharn Colson. age 80. passed The possession limit is 30 elite.
Mrs. Swift was ii member of
so slapped again . at Clements.' likes to have at least once a year.
away this morning at 3:50 at the The second day of the semon.
the Union Grove Church of Christ. "I've been Illeea,sy on him 'ClemHe underwent his last major
Frog gigs must not have
home of his son. Marvin Colson.
The funeral was conducted this ents, up to now." the governor medical exaMination in early Feb•
Each
pror,is
afterpoon In the J Ii. Churchtil
Akno route one. His death was than four prongs
said "but if he 'ants a fight ruary shortly before his secondFuneral Chspel with Bra. John
attributed to complications follow- must not exceed 2 1-2 inches 17,
I'm going to give him one. We term 'announcement. The examinalength and may contain only one
Brinn officiating Burial was in
ing an illness of three weeks.
intend to go around and tell peo- tion was &voted almost entirely
The
II?
—
II
May
MOSCOW.
the Goshen cemetery
Survivors include three daugh- barb
lii learieing how completely he had
p.e the truth."
today
Britain
aceused
press
The department said that the Soviet
Active Pallbaarets were nephiws.
ters, Mrs. Donna Hale of Detroit,
"We've got our jobs cut out for recove red freer, his heart attack.
of engaging in -shameful undera-armari
Swift.
for
season
gigging.
snatching
Luther
Purdue.
or
Paul
ifrs. Minnie Rhodes of PactuPah
Mr Eisenhower will remain at
us The Republicans ereret reeled.
water espionage- against the Soviet
Graham. Fred Butterworth. Vernon
and Miss Durlene Colson of Pattie : grabbling fish in Kentucky ended
l'aey•re running their first team. the hospital until about noon SatS KhrushNikita
took
that
cruiser
ButterBrent
at
Thursday.
midnight
This type
Putterweerth and
ceh, six sons. Minor of Houston,
, It :s my duty to bring :about the urcery. The Whee House hoped to
chev and Nikolai Bulganin to
worth
T:xas. Marvin of Alma route one. of fishing is still legal the remainele tion -of Democrats. That I :an issue a. medic..I report tin t h e
;
Britain.
Funeral
Churchill
ii
The J
Raymond of Detroit, Sanders of der of the year for the 700 yard
chmk-up early Saturday afternoen.
Party
Communist
to do. Chandler added.
going
I
official
The
Herne a-as in charge of the Funeral
Paducah. Troy of Paducah. and stretch of the Tennessee River
Maj. Gen, Leonard D Heaton,
meeting
government
on the
Commenting
the
and
Pravda
organ
Graves of Illitroft: a half-sister. below the Kentucky Dam—but the organ !zees-tut broke silence for arrangements.
Democratic state commander ef Walter Reed. greettha
of
Saturday
Mrs Alpha Ahart of Akno route fisherman must remain on foot
committee. Chandler said the coem'. ed the President when he drove up
;the first Ilene on the case of
one; a half-brother. Cooper Col- on the bank
rruttte !fleeing, was called by I to tete hospital.*
missing British frogman Lionel
over
all
fishing
Kentucky
Fine
son of Little Rock, Arkansas. He
Reihtrt Humphreys. ofhe- eenimit- ' "Hello Lecnaril. how are you'"
'Crabb who swam,out and vanished
was
out
this
bringing
inglers
the
had .34 grandchildren and 38 great
tee chairman...tnr the purpose of Mr. Eisinhower said heartily.
!April 19 near the Soviet cruiser
week in unusual nunibers.
...grandchildren.
Hara caiitlictite for Bark- I Heaton and White House, Press
Portsmouth
in
nominating
Ordzhonilledze
'
ror
spot
best
diversified
The
MADISONVILLE. May 11 SP —
; Secretary JZ.MCS C. Hagerty acMr Colson was a member of
seal.
vacant
bor.
ley;'s
:
Dewey
was
Lake
fishing
which
West Kentuckains seen will ma-the Elm Grove Baptist Church
companied Mr. Eianehower to the
de-1
and
delaying
Anthony
is
Minister
"Clements
Prime
While
r
.'l air and ground forces with
and Temple Hill Lodu F&AM 127. offers a wide variety of species, Eden steadfastly refused
richly -furnished presidential suite
aft-1
until
time
Yeasting
liberately
i
to
..itive
The funeral will be held at the chiefly crappie, bass, bluegill and details of the frogman's death in the help of money from the , er the 'primary." Chandler said. ! on the top flcor of the huge Army
Fly fishermen and bait
General Assembly to rid themTemple Hill Methodist Church on catfish
London, the two major Soviet
; The governor said he hopes to; medical center.
Sunday at 2 30 with Rev J H.,casters were doing well with the: newspapers, reported to the Soviet selves of the pesky askeeters" I have the committee name Clem- I' Mr. EiserthMVer will attend the
while
were
bass
helve
crappie
being
and
man
both
bothered
that
Thurman and Rev. Loyd Wilson i
teats "When he is defeated in the I annual Gridiron Club 'Banquet Sattaken on minnows at depths of people that it was "dirty work.last summer.
officiating.
urday night.
: Both carried dispatches from
May 29 primary."
five
from
feet.
seven
to
discussed
were
attack
of
Plans
Burial will be in the Temple
London on the frogman-hero who
also claimed t h a tl The White House said he
Chandler
good
Lake
reported
Cumberland
mosquito
salt-marsh
etc combat the
Hill Cemetery.
Sunday. If ••
clutches and fair bass is "presumed- to have died beneath St a meeting here Thursday Al- members rit the Clements faction go to his -farm
Paltbearers will be !Fred Lovell. icrappie
for will return to the capital Sunday
the cruiser
him
to
overtures
made
had
fishing.
ready Hopkins Caun'y residents
Cent Lovett, Damon Lovett. 0111.
"This operation aimed agerinst
"deal" ..if their own. nielit or early Mereday.
Crappie fishing was spotty at
in the communities of Richmond. a possible
Miller, Trellis
McCuislion
And
in
arrived
had
Britain
who
those
-They have already made me a
Kentucky Lake. while the stripers
have
Coiltown
reported
:Beulah
and
Lamb.
•
Thomas
declaree.
were hitting well below the dam on a friendly visit does no honor the pests were swarming and proposition." Chandler
The body will be at the home
to its organizers and cannot but
"If I throw down Joe , Ban.
water.
swift
In
families.
and
livestock
harassing
of his son. Marvin "Colson, until
ithe nantinah
Crappie and bass catches were arouse just indignation on the part
Lase summer's pligue caused they'll give it all
the funeral hour.
good at Dale Hollow and many of the British and Soviet public," •considerable crop an d I•
iv estock of a senator in November. to ni.
Pravda said.
bluegill were being taken.
damage to farm ermines and added '
•
The Pravda dispatch carried the I
Black and white base were being
irritation to any dwellers.
: A pre-school clinic for all chitLionel
of
TO MAKE UP MIND
caught off the deep banks at headline: -The Affair
_
Assistant slate Commissioner \est\ C
oren entering Kirksey School in
Lake Herrington and some limit Crabba with the subhead -eon- 'Agriculture M. J. Vinson. engineerea
September will be held at the
John Sher- catches of white bass were caught terming. 'Underwater Espionage' :health authorities. and a ;lumber
'WASHINGTON flP
a'
Health Center' on Monday. May
against the Cruiser Orjonikidze in
Cooper, U. S. Ambassador le the Dix Weer.
of arm leaders were present at
14 from 9 am, to 11:30 a.m. The
Portsmouth Harbor"
to India. has told associates he
the meeting.
parents of these children are, res.
must make up his mind "pretty
Pravda cited the British press to. Venom said instructions will he
quesited: to bring the children to
sr-on" on whether to run for the
the Health i'enter at thi$ time
show that eCrabb was fulfilling an Issued by Commissioner of AgriSenate.
assignment of the secret service culture Ben Butler on methods to , Mrs. Ellen Paschall. ege 79, All, children are required by law
GOP
former
from
senator
! Cooper.
passed away at the home of h
in connection with the stay of the be used in the campaign.
to have a physical examinetim
Kentucky, is being asked by ReVinson mid the affected areas daughter. Mrs. Clotelle Hall ;his and a smallpex vaccination before
cruiser Orjonikidze in Portsmouth."
publican leaders to run for the
immediately
and
surveyed
be
will
illhe:ls.,
morning after • two weeks
entering school
The Hazel chapter of Future
•
remaining four years of the late
It cited some Oiler's sharp that spraying would be from the
She is survived by one daughter., A pre-school clihic for all. chilFarmers held its regular meking
Sen Alben W Barkley's term.
es-pibnage
alleged
the
of
criticism
from
or
air,
ground.
:
both.
.
the
Murrey;
Mrs. Lewin Hall, RFD 4.
on Wednesday May 9 in the
dren entering Lynn Grove Scheel
Cooper centered last week with
agriculture room of the school mission and others defending it. It will depend upon which method one brother. Jim Orr. RFD 4. in Septemticir will be held et the
National
Chairman '
...Republican
explanation
Eden's
looted
also
It
we think will be most satisfactory," Murray; two grand -children and : Health Center on Tuesday. 'May
John Edd Foster, newly elected.
111Leonard Hall and other top adtwo great-grind children.
president presided. Other officers in the House of Commons., his he said.
15 from 9 rim. to 11.30 am The
ministration leaders upoh, his return
been
had
ministers
Vinton added that the General : She was a member of the Sink- parent of these children are reare Danny Duncan, vice-president. denial that his
from India.
and
his Alsembly appropriated $600.000 for ings Spring Bareist Church where' quested to bring the children to
DWaiirl Taylor. treasurer. T G. informed of the project
Curd. secretary. Charles Nesbitt, statement that those responsible eech of the next two years for i the funeral will be held Saturday the Health Center at this time.
after purposes
at two-thirty o'clock at Sinking All children are required by law
nee. sentinel. were being punished.
reporter. Richard
:Spring with Br". Ralph McCohntill to have a physical examination
d to send the
Vie chapter v
and Bro. M. M. Hampton. condures and a smallprix vaccination before
Lew officers to
adership Training
'ing the service. Burial will be In entering school.
:Camp at Hardinsbutg. Kentucky,
DAY FORECAST
the church cemetery.
the week of July 9 13. They also
By United Preen
TROUBLE
By United Press
. Active Pallbearers will be H,afPartly selected Leroy Bennett and Eura
Southwest Kentucky
at
speak
will
Eagle
Clara
:Miss
' ford Orr, Elieha Orr, Ewell Orr.
Kentucky - - Temperatures Orr
Acloudy and warm today, tonight Flood' to serve as delegates at
on
Church
Aubry Jones, Conn Milstead arid
So Many
WASHINgTON ;IP
land Saturday, highest in low 80s. the state convention which is held the five - day period. Saturday the Hazel Methodist
postmen hese been bitten by dope
at Louisville May 30 and June through Wednesday. will average Sunday. May 13 at 730 using as . Mart Orr.
Low tonight 60 to 65
The Miller Funeral Home In in the past year that the Post
temperatures: I. T. G Curd and John Edd Foster 6 to 10 degrees above the Kentucky her subject "Histroic C h ir r c h
Some 530 a m
Ilazel has charge of the funeral Office Department is looking for
:normal of 65. Continued warm Architecture of the World
Louisville 68. Lexington 61. Pa- were selected as alternates.
Slides will be shown by Mies airangemenUt and friends and re- "an effective dog repellent" for
Dwain Tayloi- will also attend through Wednesday, precipitation
ducah 61, London 57. Covington
Miller letteg carriers and toying with the
62, Bowling Green 63 and Hop- the convention The chapter voted will average less than one-four-th Eagle of many of the churches of latives may call at the
padding the legs of postto hold its next regular meeting einch in widely scattered showers the world. The public is cordially Funeral Home until the frineral idea
kinsville 68.
invited to attend.
ihour,
linen's pants.
'about Sunday or Monday,
Tuesday June 5 at 7:30.
Evansville, Ind.,-68.
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By it. D. Qt'IGG
United Press Staff Correspondent
GROTON. Corn.. May 11 rIPThe -submarine Nautilus. first yeeicie 111 history to use atom pro
puls•on, will shove off Sitturd
far New York to let folks along
the Hudson get a look ,at her.
Vi - wers on the Manhattan and
New Jersey shores as the big submra:ne stems yes "steams" is
correct slowly up and down the
river Sunday afternoon will see
histrey being made. The Nautelus
can't move a foot without settinrg
a record. She's as revolutionary
as the Monitor was in naval warfare.
For one thing, since she first
went to sea on Jan. 17, 1953. she
has cru.sed 30.000 miles — 5.000
miles fer'her than the distance
around the aYorld—and she hasn't
be.n refueled yet.
In one t:ip last spring she want
1.300 miles from here to Puerto
Rice cempletely submerged a n d

here.
The cost of the Nautilus hail
been estimated at around $53 ir
lion. She was built here by
Electric Boat Division of Gen.:or
Dynamics Corp. The keel washed
on June 14. 1952. by a Pres:dent
whose initials—HST —are welded
onto the keel plate.
Most Powerful Sub
The Nautilus displaces about
3.100 tons, is 300 feat long, and
MT CLEMENS, afich.. May It. has an atomic power plant, known
--A board of inquiry today as alarka ll and built by the Wesles Wen Ian investigation Into the tinehouse Eleelyre Corp_ It is the
disetuirge of 22 rockets' from a jet most powerful submarine engine in
fighter whieh injured three airmen history. and riddled a baby's crib.
AS for 'the N▪ a• utilus' ability to
The board examined the plaare cruise round - the world without rewhich discharged the missiles over fueling. consider its fuel. ureerium a resort c_anmunity at the mouth Ma. The potential, energy in 3
of the Clinton River' Thursday.
lump of uranium the size of a Colt
Three of the -Mighty Mouse" ball is the equivalent '
ofrockets still were missing but
gallons of fuel oil or 3 or Base coal.
ficials at Selfridge Air For
sa.d they assumed they, wentainto
Th enuclear reactor also generthe river without exploding
ates electric power that could fill
One of the rocloits. which car- the needs of a cit
e tat AVM lasPii!
ried 7.5 millimeter worheads, ex- lation. The elecficity i is. the
bear a home. Its eiltenifi dhirtra'aFtUegis andfc•Jaiwatalialiehfser•
ripped a section from the ski:" of including refrigerators, ranges, rathe house and shattered a window. dio and television, air conditioning.
envoriping a lairby's crib with washing machines and fluorescent
glass and motel and setting Lre lighting.
to the floor.
The nation's first commercial
Mre. Shirley De Pew. 24. said atomic elecrtio power plant at
she took her eight-month-old son ShippAgsport. Pa., will use a refrom the crib only minutes teeth& *Joe similar to the Nautilus plant.
because he persisted in crying.
"Three was this terrible eecplelion." Mrs. De Pew said. "I thought
it was the oil stove and ran into
the baby's 'mem where 1 sew the
fire and the ghiss all over the
crib."
Two of the airmen were injurol
when one of the missiles tore rot"
a salvage building on the bias,.
and a third was "singed" when
the roekets took off. Officers believed a shorecir_uit or "aleterie
Clar nee Wiggins. age 45 passed
malfunction" caused the accident away thre morning at 9 15 ra his
but said their investigation would home on 402 South Eleventh Street,
determine the exact cause.
Mr, Wiggins has been ill for
Vest residents of the community the past two years
were not alarmed by the blasts.
Survivors include his vote Mrs.
assumed 'just Frances Wiggins:. his father W. G.
thty
and said
another jet broke tne sound bar- Wiggins of Decatur. Illinois: hie
leer '•
stepmother Mrs. Lennie Wiggins
of Decatur: one daughter Mrs. i
of
Desrborn.
:hark. Houston
Michigan. tee.) sons Kenny and
Bill of Murray. env sister Mrs.
I.loyd Allen of Hrepkinsvillie; a
half-sister Mrs. Norman Shultz of
By United Frees
Flood waters ....lied a cross Deeatur: two half-brothers. Wrwked
farmlands today and of Decatur and Richard et BridgeMichigan
posed a serious threat to a heav- port. Indians and ,d number of
nieces and nephews.
ilyepopulat.d six-county area.
Mr. Wiggins was a member of
The floodirut sperig nem were
already blurned for three deaths the First Baptist church and Lodge
and millions of dollars worth of 105 F&AM The funeral Yall be
property damage In southern held at the First Baptist Church
on Sunday with arrangements inMichigan.
They were the byproducts of a complete at the present time. A
deadlocked battle between masses Malonic service will be held.
Bhrial will be In the Memorial
of warm and cold air in the naat the
tion's midsection. The conflict set Garden. Friends may . call
Home
off tornadoes in Nebraska a ri d Max H Churchill Funeral
night. along until the funeral hour.
Thursday
Kansas

Will Investigate
Discharge Of 22
Air Craft Rockets

T•
C. Wiggins
Passes Away
Thlis Morning

with 100-mile-per-hour windstorms
acid heavy -hail.
The twisters touched ground a*
Juniata. Neb., and near Cassody
in Kansas. At Juniata the corkfour
overturned
winds
screw
freight cats and another storm,
described as a possible twister,
demolished a grandstand at Arlington, Neb. •

Mrs. Cohron Is
Club Speaker .

Mrs. Ann 1 Herron Cohron. Reference Librarian, Murray State Col. •
lege, was go st speaker at the
regular meeting of the Mentor
Club in McBerme. Tennessee, May
,a
9. at 3:00 recireek.
The twisters caused little dam"American Theatre in the
age in Kansas. although ripping
was the s bjcct of Mrs.
winds toppled trees at Lyons. A
in which she
Cohron's progra,
but
Iola.
over
7
funnel was sighted
discussed theMr in this country
apparently did not touch ground.
from 1950- to the present with
There was no letup in sight in particular emphasis on
current
Michigan and the U.S. Weather BroacRiasy plays. This was the conBureau warned floods could stoke .luding program in t h e Mentor
within hours in the basins of the .Club's
of
study
contemperary
Grand, Flint. Shrawassec and Red i American drama.
Cedar rivers.
I Mrs:Voile-on was Introduced by
The threatened area included cit- ! Ws. E. Alexander. program chairies and farrnionds from Grand man. Eighteen members and •
Rapids to Flint, the state's two 1 visitor from M:rnphis were preslargest cities (outside Detroit
ent.

ties"
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Flood Waters
:over Farm Lands

•
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Sit four oirords on the way. Shoe
.an cress the Atlantic submerged'
and at full spied. Her speed is
given as -in excess ref 20 knots"
and her diving ability is reckoned
in hundreds of feet.
Newsmen On Trip
personel interest in hee
I has'
ability to rise again after 'diving.
I'm going to ride her to New York, twelve newsmen 1%011 make
the first press trip on the first
nuclear powered vessel.
The Nautilus will open the obt
servance of Armed Forc.s Week
in New Voris. She is scheduled to.
reach the lower tip of Manhattan.
at noon Sunday aid receive a herbor welcome. She Will proceed up
the Hudson, reach the George
Washington Bridge about 2 p.m..
turn and travel back to her base
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We reserve the right to reit-et any Advertising. Let▪ ters to the Edito:
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NATIONAL
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Times File

The Story family will have the Annual Reunion at
11'est Fork Church May 12, Mother's Day. All friends,
members of the filmily, and any others who want to attend are invited. There will be a basket dinner at noon.
The spring session of the Calloway County Singin -r
Convention viU be held at the Mt. .Hebron 'Methodist
Church. located one-fourth mile west of Backusburg.
Sunday. May 12. beginning at 1 o'clock p.m.
Laurine Curd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
_Miss
.
NVarrick Curd of hazel, became the bride of Mr. R. E.
Orr, sod- of Mrs. lOpert Orr and the late Mr. Orr 0:Hazel. on Saturday. May 4. at 4 o'clock in the home to'
her parents.
A surprise birthday dnner was given for. Van Valentine Sunday at his home at 5114 Elm Street. It being an
ideal day, a long table was set in the yard where everyone enjoyed the good fellowship and -a good luncheon.
A happy occasion for Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Jackson
was Sunday. May 5, when they celebrated their golder
wedding annixersary. Their son. Hillard Jackson. anti
Mrs. Jackson of Coral Gables. Fla.. held open house at
the parents' home on the east side of the county.
C. A. Griffin. age 7. a native Callowayan. died at
his home in Chiefland. Fla.. April 22.
.The message was rece -e4 Monday by Mrs. Nina
Crouse. sister of Mr. Griffin.

Restrictions
On Funds Are
Announced

Caunty. dropped fr:u, Class
c
A to Class B
Tr.:et high sta.aools. Be, no Coqn t... Middleburg and Haaassalle.
e e eh h.ted frarn Class* A Erne:acy to Class A.

- SPORT PARADE By OSCAR FRA.LEY
ladled Press Sports
Der

to r pc, pie's auk mabiles,
• in danger cf going the
way.
NEW YORK ir
• Floyd Pat.
I U.Ss rno.ht‘r took the -young bull
termite. who well codal b..: the next
by the
Tits_
hamoiort, of
heavyweight
the
world. admitted today t,the wake
She had hen committed to is
of Rocky Maroiaa.as ret.rement rural school for problem ciuldrea
the guys who and. after two years there, it
that 'In: eady
are leil
new FlOyd who returner; hone
0.1'a
emb.aced
Patter..--' 1:1.• :'t.year old tinnier He
Catholioism
Olympic middleaeight champion. "stayed olf the streets by stayaig
took his fog tradar stride toward home."
the title when he signed ti meet
Two at his brothers had boen
Tommy «Hurricane Jackson. They'll
tkaters and young Fir.yd began
go at it in Maii.sen Square Gcdaa
carry.ng tneir gear to the gym
winner proon June 8 wi•.:1
for them. Soon he was in Canting,
bably moet.ng A::hie Moore in
too, and capped an amatear ca...er
September for the :row n.
of dist.nction by
winning :lie
U now l - k I
„
middleweight title ..t. the Olympic
.m." Patte-s:n sa)s softly.
games in Helsi eke in 1g52,.
AI ualiy. trio Aricir-atoulde:ed

i

I

I

.ean-hipped boxer with the kayo
Almost' immediately he turned
punch is a lucky man. Else long e c.arofeasienal
ago he might ha\e been cia.med
"It seems I.ke a long time
Broakl)ias
ete jungle.
by
,
Floyd
"Son,
Pork Chops And Yams
!.•.
like Id 3
po.k chops and set
•A citiittite
„sr:
yams.- winch es Lee o ily holdovur get a chance at the b.;,;
num his :-.1.,••,y in Waco. N. C.. I I kiew I had .11 araiial
Floyd and :us 10 hr.:triers and !leai...a
in a p...verrysatins Were
'I he.0. o. Fioyd was lucky stricken secta n o: Brooklyn. Floyd
Manager Hite Jackpot
didn t Ike s,:a.id. bryak-tug
He lied a manager nantfd
into stoles and playa-1g around t
D'Aniato and wtnite-hai.ed
-aiiew. alter years of sitiaziting
rdir,ary pugs, ttrsit tier,' at
had -hit the iazgyoi.
oug:it Patterson along with
nal ...I.
..-. s.°.ecting 44o..ients La
i.t h.s fiaht.:: and not,' the public

I
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Foreign Trade
Pushed By
The Russians

„.41.

American League
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Tomorrow's Games

National League
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For FREE
Inspection Against
TERMITES and
ROACHES, etc.
I
A HUNT is on for Mrs. Mary
D. Dennison, wife of a USA
officer, missing since May 3
at Cornwall, N. Y. Her wrecked
and bloodstained auto was
found in a ravine. She Is 45,
has blue eyes, black hair
streaked •vith grey. Her husband is Lt. Col. Jack Dennison, critically Ill at West Point,
N. 1.. hospital. (international)

1847 ROGERS BROS. NEW HOME SET
flood pews for the bride-to-be: Your silver
need not be a "sometime" purchase. Now, use
and enjoy America's Finest Silverplate immediatUly. Four settings-Teaspoons,
• CC
Forks, Knives, Salad
Forks, and
Servi
Spoons in Flair, the new balanced design.
Twenty piece service for four, only $29.95.

Call 1395 Mayfield
- COLLECT -

SUITER
PEST CONTROL CO.
Licensed and Insured

LINDSEY'S

Member of State Pest
Control Association

MURRAY

'

MAYFIELD

ElkIPPOP'..17"TSR
.tr
.4,
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Yesterday's Games

Today's Games

geoups. and fur
in^rcased
foreign trade.
KMAishchev and Premier Natalai
A. Bulganin offered Prime Min:star
Adi ny Eden $2.800.000.C.00 in
purchases -during their visit to
I, Britain last month.
•
A Russian delegation has opened
trade . negotiations with Denm.,rk.
fellow-inember with the' United
1 States and Britain in the North
Atlantic Treaty Olga:limit:on,

row a
likely to be cool to the has
t announced that rrilb of
siggeation that hey term,"united the ,t, ms are
,,f tile- embargo
f:oats- with the l'ommunists in restrictions.
their countries.
Van Do Damage
Et: the traria lure is an attractive
Mikoyan, if he does make the
one in „almost any country.
South American tour. can do a lot
Prhain, for Instance, has grabbed of damage. He could both weaken
at the Russian trade offer. Eden elations of the countries conaerned
reDised to consider any breaking with the United States and u'
down of the Allied embargo against cut United St-ales exports in thorn.
the expeirt of strategic goes to •A Buenos Aires dispatch gay,
By :MARLYS M. NIeCANN
laiai Curtain. countries. But he RaSSion motor cars and •-a.
United Press Staff Correspondent
pointed cut in ci statement in went en sale in Buenos Air „dart
Starts Latin Tour
The Kremlin is putting a lot of
Now it is restarted ttiat Anastli the Reuse cf Commons that the week at prices substEntially I ,te
emphasis on foreign trade .n its
Remsians had st:binitted a big than those asked for ArnebilsAri.
I. Mikuyan, ituasa
t's No. 1 forei
new policy of "peaceful conapetitive
"sha ping lelt." The goveri ment
nish. Gerinan and Italian 4tpss.
trade expert. will start a tour .o
co-existence" with 'the free world.
Latin American countries soon.
fgnl
This pol:cy was outlined by
Moacow dispatches report taat
l',M
Conimuniat Party leader Nikita S. alikeyan will visit Argent:nal. Bra1'
En:osmhev it the ieeent 20th t an and Chile. th:. "Big
Three"
Party conference in ettos.:ow.
..r1,..•
r•
!Latin American ,countriNi offering
It called for wooing Socialist big purchases of their commoeit:es
-11
1
./1
Or..adi
parties in Western countries. far a Lail seeking outlets for s Russian
40
iavival of "united fronts" of C,m- exports.
•'
Mikoyan seems to be a man to
inunlst parties with other leftist
watch. Khrushahev and Bulganin
,
ligt 009.10
,
1
get the headlines in their visits
.
.,
4
abroad. Igikoyan gets little publlY4'
.i
1I:ty. But ho does get around. He
h&j lug./ returned /tome ' from- a
1847 80.0 RS BROS.
little publicized tour , f East As::
d••.ing which he vis•terl India and
Burma among ether countries.
Th., Kremlin's bid for fliendshlp
i w.th Western Socialist parties , got
I quit., a satba-k during the visit
of "Mr. B. and Mr K.: to Britain
tKhrusalchev got into an angry
la .gument with the rs of t 11.
Labor Paity and accused them :
I "piggishness."
Trade Lure ttraritive
i
I Scaailist part.

On.y
d.ci he „. r. a --a
raat was in putting Patteaa
• ,;a.nst wily Jeor Maxitn f,r Slc
..6ht hevyweight. title.. Eve t Lao,
was close.
But that lose is the only blot 0:1
Pal; I son's remrd. 'one whir.:
:i•ows 29 wens in 30 starts. 21 by
knecki,ut. Now, 10 pounds heavii•••
1E3 than he was last year
still growing." Floyd has wen 15
stra:ght a -id II in a row by knock W L Pct. GB tuts.
14 7 .C87
New York
And with Marciano on the sideClev.iand
11 8 .579 2
P.-tterson is relay to lc; hist
Boston
10 8 a562'.
,t. llerO.,i of pop records gathur:
Chicagn
7 8 4694
dust and add cnnaiderably to
Eta:I:more
10 12 455 45 own 'mark.
Kansaii C.••
8 10 444
You never atop Horning a-id.
Washington
912 429
%voile I'll be younger than Moare,!
Detroit
8 12 .400 5,- he'll have a lot more expeairnee:'
Patterson figures. But my manager I
*says I'm ready - and I feel tit
same way.
Cleveland 7 New York 2
"-At least." he tmiled. -for t1i,
Crease.) 2 B ,eon I
guyS who. are left." .
Detra-t at Waahingt ,n ppd. ran
SWAP WADE
Oqiy Galles Scheduled

ekims,,i,is.

• it

a •-

••••=4111M1iffir

NO. KICKS
!1,iADISON. Wis.
-Tne I..-aa
review of Fit,:hburg pt,.:t•abiy
:•was the ir.:11er.c.:iim
FRANKFORT IP
i ta t e A ntn not one property uwr.e. in
Bo. ad ••f
aoa'py .n- •he t -v. r. appeared to prot.a. Las
ncunced new restrictians govern 1955 tax assessevient.
ing da.t.-ibutirin of rungs to leca
scn a.: districts under the MI'
mum FJUnct.i.lon for Ed eucat...,
Law
Baltimore a: New Y -irk. right
Mrs Jahr. Walls. Louisville. a
Benton at Washington. night
inter ist Cie slat • bawd. said
_Chicago t Dettait/
1
4 itugtht
lk
--first tiros. KT Est.
Kansas City at
are rabiett to a arininoun rich• e•Z
lifa .4
tervi reguiat:un cat nine mariths.
or- 1E0 days
Sne
turn: a.:.proved
Chx•sio at'Vetroit
r,
'
,ace the number of days
, Kansas City at Cleveland
of eataa: , at end.not. .s 172.
Baltimore at New York
Th • new 'b sera reauteitaans alsoBoston at Waahinaton. n,ght
- I CY oae
'1
day as six
h.a-s if
:u,: chi
-n ir strut*
ti •
e :
enkune
Reqii.re that rol,:c ..• be made
J.... .a turth morning • and the-oaans
:.it an I.
W L Pct GB
dea-zrad a. ;aye
rp • e a7cural.e
MI:a-auk:re
8 3 727
p.cti.rt• of actual at t.nd. nee.
St Louis
13 6 6.14
T.: ooard als•
:Li that
Cincinnati
12 7 632
Ds pa.'-ment of Eduction has
Broz-k:yn
9 9
ordered foe state Man schoo,.
NIEW
York
9 10 474 3
- *.naed for
k -f
Pittsburah
8 10 144
:_•(••rect:
let:
Ptn:atielphia
.
5 12 294
Tray are Cen'er H
S ho..1
M,tOa.fe Coto? y. Da:.rn
afuhYesterday's Games
lerid•ra
C ,unly
Ce•-•:•-a. Park
Ft( ele3,
1,0 • Dir.d
in Ohs
Bro-klyn at Chic .go ppd . rain
C
St 1.../uis at Waiaok.e ppd . ram
T'M•
il=o .,r.•
ret
Or,:y Gaines Seh.:sclult d
Ina
• • • , .mba
,f h.gn
M• cer aid Se-t•
FINDING of one hand of Its
all v ioe I.s'ed as If •,- A :oil M. u• • felv.t
famous statue "The Winged
N.
`lurk at anvils:1
Victory of Samottrace" by the
Phi-Adel:an:a at Pittibmgh. miint
Louvre In Paris inspired this
•,
M
oikee at Cinainrati. nigat
glove by the French Leather
Only Games SchedM"d
federation. It is belie-sod the
hand of the statue omit was
gloved. T1 e "reconstructed"
glove, In Greek motif, is of
Ni a York at Br-oklyn
white kid in wide-sleeved gauntlet style. 'On open end Is a
Philt.delphia at Pittsburgh
"Wall of Troy" pattern in
Mitwaukee at Cincinnati
bluestones.
St Louis at Chicago

'Winged Victory
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ST. LOUIS. May. II lar - Tne
St. Lards Cardinal announced today
a trade with the Philadulphia
Ptiiii:es involving five pitchers.
Tile Cardinal. gave Harvey
11,, St, Miller and 3for Hi oWan W bioa.r
IA Murray Dicksori.
The Philtres %en anx.aus ta t
sot Haddik
Sul,PLerletit
Stmrn.ms. since to. team has •
t.hUlialle of l'ett-ha alers. Redd x
.:an a 1-0 rem'd t.•.S year. Last
3-ar he wan 12 and Aid If
Flowers. Miller. Dickson and
a11 right-handirr
Dickson record th.s year is l'
wade Wenmeler's I. , .2.
A Phillies spike,- an said trial
Dickson and Wehrra a would leave
for Chicago imme d. tele, to join
hz.ped the
:he Cards, and it
Miller wok,
14114.41%.
arrve en P.etsluu.s.n 10.e tociay
game w
tame far the Phi:,
the Pir:.•
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BIG-CAR ROE? Don't think

Pp

you have to pay a big-car price to get it. Come in and ...

DISCOVER THE DIFFERENCE
IN DODGE I

Olympic Wear

Today's Games

Wi
4*-c,
E.

Tomorrow's Games

1

A sr.sether ride with (Inflow!
1).•
ft.!. -aeti
,ho'ek
ifuss- m,.re :•reci
.!.•
••• :r••; 1.. LI, -11'".g
:
loaded
other cars.

-44

ride to zo31.G00 miles in 14 days! No ear
vi t a.
i
e
11,1 \ I
Ith.,tood the trementi...• Vini•Eflaco' It. ;,' (lid at Bonne% OW I in4r. •• ..,,t 14
di
as
laiaot m !fa , at an average speed of
n
m ph
hrenh.downf

It !sok liirt.at

4,11.

•arailliralt
°nil( a bi cat can live you bit-car Id,!
Ali I I
i+ tearer all around ins' le ind out. \lore h groom front
and rear. More lapraora front and
rear More 'leering wheel clearance

Col,

Sil
'
l

It if

ON A NEW

;
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The hvAotie ot the Dodge ride is tc;.,:r
5! it
fri,
.h
a Ili
JACK KELLY (left), of Philaaelphia, and Tom Courtney. of
Livingston. N.J., show for the
first time the woo: uniforms to
be worn by the 45n ram of the
UnffeeStates Olympic Games
In Melbourne. Australia Kelly.
brother of Prince, Grace of
Monaco, hi US., Cannlian and
Pan-American si ale sculls
champion. Court. ay Is the
U.S. 800-meter record holder.
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'56 DODGE
too!

.
aircrtftto give

* Nip •••••-enowanc• on ye.... C.,
* R•ck-boliom pr co •n 0 novo '56 Dodge
* Lew et.
r •rien e•sy rgloon444 to.rns

COME IN. TODAY!

A',111-011 1)(0117.

TAYLOR MOTOR CO.
4th at Poplar
czummaisma-sara-Arrarr_ f
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THIS IS IN ADDYPION TO THE MANY FREE PRIZES
GIVEN AT EVERY AUCTION ! !

f.Vt

COME IN AND HIT THE

LIVING
SUITE or
WASHING MACHINE
Just Register Between 7:00 & 7:30

*
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RILEY'S AUCTION

Nothing To Buy

t azarife
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FREE GRAND PRIZES

WINNER WILL HAVE CHOICE
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No Control Over
Committee, Clements
• RUSSF3J.VILLE, May 10
'—
SIB Earle C. Clements. campaignIn for re-nornination in the May
29 Democratic senatorial primary,
said here' that he has no control
erver the Democratic State Central Executive Committee, which
meets Saturday at Frankfort.
The committee has the power
to choose a nominee for the Senate seat of the late Alben W.

ern

mu gal?

$
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KY.

hold that he has no' more control
over (he Democratic staite committee, "anymore than that commode controls me."
"All seats in Congress belong
to the people and I have no resptact for those few people who
sit around and talk about who they
will or will not put into; a Senate
seat," he added.

nent in the Democratic prima::,.
that he (Clements) was "out t
promote No. 1."
"If they want to charge me with
that,
it's the finest thing
I've ever done,' Clemens declared.

Clements said he scught positions
on various Senate comanottees to
In an address Wednesday at help Kentucky obtain federal fiOwensboro, Clernents blasted what nancial aid for developmnet of its
he termed "bartering of the Sen- water resources and agriculture.
ate seat of the beloved Alben
Barkley."
The largest national park is YelWednesday night at Greenville lowstone, with
2213,207 acres, and
Clements told an audience in he took note of charges
made by the smallest is Platt National Park
thielst District Democratic strong Joe B. Bates, Greenup,
his oppo- in southern Oklahoma, 912 acres
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Insurance Companies
Reject Ike Plan
----- By

MICHAEL .1. O
'
NEILL

Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON, May 10
—
The nation's big insurance companies have rejected President
Easenhower's plan for creating a
voluntary Insurance pool to provide
Americans with more health protection.
united

Administration sources insisted,
however, that the pool Idea Is
not dead. They said some small
concerns are interested and that
something may yet be worked
out.

In h,s health message to Congress in January, Mr. Eisenhower
suggested that a voluntary insurance pool, in which companies
shared the risks, would speed
the expansion of health insurance
benefits to cover such things as
Insiders disclosed today that these catastrophi
c illnesses, the aged, and
firms "reluctantly concluded" they
persons in rural areas.
could not join a pool without
running into insurmountable difHe warned that d such a pool
dicultoos under the anti-trust laws could rat be worked out with the

PACE THRE7
Insurance industry, he again would because:
%VIII Mil'
urge Congress to enact the federal
They already are expanding their
HOLYOKE. alas. --Ha I,
health, re-Insurance program which policies
to cover such things as W Rogers. 71. for 50
years a
he proposed in 1953 and which catastrophi
c illness.
' street car,. motorman, boasts that
Congress subsequently rejected.
1 The anti-trust problem — even he hasn't missed a Harvard-Yale
football gmea in 58 years.
Marlon B. Folsom, secretary of if the
•
administration could obtain
health and a hard campaigner for a congressio
nal exemption—would
more health benefits, has been be too
great.
discussing the pool idea with the
insurance industry for months.
The pool inevitably would inFREE INSPECTION
volve
some
federal
regulation ,
Informed sources said that the
big companies, which write the which would be repugnant to some '
firms.
bulk of the natto'n's insurance
business, gave the proposal a great
They already have substantial
—Licensed and Insured—
deal of "sympathetic" consideration. resources so they do
hot need a
Phone 441
In the end, however, they genevially pool, even though it might
speed !
Sam Kelley
decided they couldn't go along xpans.m of benefits

TERMITES

Kelley's Pest
Control

You Can Win This Grand Prize As45,000 HomeT

LOS.

soPPrirr

MORE THAN 1000 OTHER PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN!!

ipigasessisp

Ask For Your Entry Blank
TopValue
01
0411:

1E SET
)ur silver
Now, use
plate im-

7
r"0
.r ,

FROM ONE OF THE MERCHANTS BELOW

Top Value Stamps

.;

ce

Semi
d design.
$29.95.

IELD

Second Prize

Fourth Prize

5 G.E. KITCHEN APPLIANCES

G.E. WASHER & DRYER

Third Prize

Fifth Prize

FREE FOOD FOR 1 YEAR

G.E. REFRIGERATOR and
FREEZER

GRAND PRIZE
$45,000
Pease Home
to be erected and decorated. Corn
plete kitchen installed. Year round
air-conditioning. Patio, 2-car garage. Landscaping, and include3
up to $7,500 to buy the lot of
your choice.
* * *
— Also Given
1000 G.E. TOPPER CLOCKS

Top Value Stamps May Be Obtained At The Following Businesses

East End Service

College
Cleaners

ITS

Station and Garage

DOLLAR

DAYS

AT
ASHLAND GAS and OIL
Our Two Mechanics John Holland and Carlos Hicks
Ij

in the
Shop At All Times
To Give You Prompt
Service

Try

MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.

-TRULY FINE CLEANING"

KROGERS

5000 TOP VALUE STAMP:,
WITH EVERY CAR

Have Your Winter
NEW and USED
Clothes Cleaned

CHECK OUR

Guaranteed Repairs For All Makes

And Put Away

OPEN
SEVEN DAYS

NEW LINE

For Fall

605 WEST MAIN

THRIFTY MEATS

— J. D. Outland, owner
103 E. MAIN

FOR TOP VALUE DEALS

MURRAY,
PHONE 430

PHONE 999

1411 OLIVE BLVD.

KENTUCKY

PHONE 170

a

UCH

quest" and the boys broke into a
real cool "Margie."
Few of the screaming jazz fans
noticed Princess Margaret sitting
LONDON, May Ii IP —Louis with Dominoc Elliot, her frequent
'gtchmo" Armstrong looked be- escort, and two other couples.
the footlights at a pretty
But Scotland Yard apparently
.F. ish girl in a blue dress seated
mistrusted the music
moved
e audience.
a
ci
k.
want to play mornething spe- crowds. They h a d an unusual
for an old flarne. boys. Let's nurnber of bodyguards near the
1
It on for the princess," he royal party.
rasped.
e
The princess sat through the
The boys laid it on cool and concert in
a blur cocktail dress
strong
"Mahogany Hall
with
and mink stole, cigaret in a long
Stomp" and the girl in blue tapamber holder, and obviously "dug"
ped away in cool delight.
\
every note
She was Princess Margaret Ind
The crowds were so thick she
she proved to the, few fans who
her at the Armstrong jazz did not go backstage to meet
cert Wednesday night that she Arrnstronst after the concert. She
was not only Burope's prettiest sent one of her friends to tell him
princess
t the heppest, as she enjoyed his music.
well.
tanInn,
a
towel
wrapped
The princess tapped her feet
and clapped at the right choruses around his dark head to anal up
as the ji-,zz king wowed 9.000 cats the glietening sweat, replied:
"You tell the princess that I
at Empress Hall. It was her, first
sure enjoyed playing for her."
big jazz concert.
When "Saticluno" blew strong on
he
FROST EXPLAINS
.tt
i beat
at wieitthy.-heithr
rapedotsw.,
When he swung into "Tenderly,"
CAMBRIDGE. mato rtn — Poet
he ad back with her eyes dosed Robert
Frost, explaining why he
and just listened.
quit Dartmouth College after a
Louis took a long ride on "Shake couple of months
In the class elf
It and Break It," and the princess 1895, says: "I
ran away
'addled and clapped delightedly. was more interested in because I
education
Trornbone player Trum in y than anybody
at the college at that
Young
announced a "special re- time."

Princess Digs
Satchmo's Jazz

tide!

around
Kari front
'ront and
clearance.

,POT

•

- bu

7

0 dale

t

ray, Ky..

P

FIVE POINT
Ashland Service

Chilcutt
SHELL
Service Station

FIRESTONE

SYCAMORE
Service Station
FIRESTONE
TIRES and BATTERIES

TIRES and BATTERIES

FREE
Pick-Up and Delivery Service

STOP
Pick-Up and Delivery Service

soon and we are sure you will

FREE

leave here well pleased with

OWNERS

prompt, courteous, efficient service.

H. D. Cothran and

Alfred Taylor

Headlights Checked
and Adjusted

Our

Charles Tidwell
Leo Carraway

Porter Chilcutt

4th and SYCAMORE

801 W. MAIN

"Gabby" Rogers

OPERATORS

OWNER
PHONE 9118

0. T. Paschall

OWNERS

PHONE 9119

PHONE 2041
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Women's Page
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Club News
Weddings

Jo Burkeen, Editor. .. Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J

SOCIAL CALENDAR
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of ti Appreciating
horrent to him. Even-though it may
cut across our IdeaS and prejudices leaders in the church at Jerusalew,
to do so, as is often the case. we Peter recited the events which had
should always give heed to the brought them so much diequiutudeit•
Lord's !Summands v..iityyer they He d‘d not conceal from them the
may be. As leis children. We should fact that when' he went into the
believe His Word. and obey His house of Cornelius, the Gentile, hicommands. Frequently the leading found himself in a very delicate siof the Holy Spire may be contrary tuation. Had he -consulted his per,
•
to our wishes and judgment, but sonal inclinations and prejit.'
the Lord will eventually cause us certainly would not h.
to see that His way is always best. there, but he had no chi.
However, one thing is certain. na- matter inasmuch as, he
mely, the Holy Spirit will never trolled by the inescapable eili el
lead any child of God contrary- to God.
the Word of Get
As Peter was speaking to those
In, response to God's command, who were assembled in the house
"Arise, Peter; slay and eat." the of Cornelius, Gcd vindiasted the
Apostle protested, "Not so, Lord proclamination of His message by
What a ,strange combinatiosi. of sending the Holy Spirit to convict
words. In them is an odd jumble of his hearers and to open their hearts
self-will and reverence. Wheever for the reception of the gospel or
says. "Not so." meaning in no wise, Christ. Believing the mdere whishould not say. "Lord." No Chris- ch they heard and accepting' Christ
tian is ever justified in saying, "Not as their personal Saviuur. they
so. Lord." lf one is going to give were happily saved.
Christ His title, he should never
When the Jewish leadeas at .Te.
deny Him His rights. If He is our rusalem heard Peter's explanation,
Lord, we should obey when he they did not have any further cm
commands and follow when He de- plaint. Although they were not able
signates the way. We do net have :o understand the reasons for the
any, right to call him "Lord." and breaking down of the wall of parthen disprove it by our daily walk. tition between the Jews and the
Our profession must be substantiat- Gentiles, they sought tiiftsuppress
t' gloed by our practice.
national pride. Moreover
It is truly wonderful that God is rified God when they came. to see
so merciful, gracious and patient that the gospel of Christ was mesnt
with His blundering children in to be taken to all. At last they Had
bringing them to the knowledge of come ta share the divine TeepeeHis blessed will and the glorious tive and were happy about it. Their, ,
purposes of His marvelous grace. rejoning over the fact that God
For this reason those who are try- had also "to the Gentiles granaed
r
ing to conform to His will in Ile repentance unto life"
dome of His work seould never at• Christian magnanimity.

[Sunday School Lesson]

Activities
Locals

By Dr. H. C. Chili

Morning Circle Has
Meeting At Home Of
Mrs, J. B. Wilson

Mom Would Love This

s:

1.

•

Travel Slides Are
Shown At Meeting
Of Euzelian Class

thin

HERE'S Pr,.
ere
new official
Leen Arril
76 just before he delivered his
TV address to the nation on
farm bill veto. 1 no•-enreanall
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•
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TEXAS QUADS AND MOTHER
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PREACHING TO THE GENTILES ceeded I, tell themi oi the
"Word
I which God
Acts 11:1-IS
sent," and they received
Peter was chosen by the Lord to iI it. whereupon they
made a public
Open the door of salvation
to Inc 1 professicn of their faith in Christ
Gentiles. But he was so hound
IP,- and we-re baptized in obedienae to
Jewish traditions that he
needed ' His command.
God's 21Peciiii.dcallng bifore he was I Upon hearing that • the Gentiles
really prepared to evangelize
Peggy Rogers Jon t.s of
them. had received the Word of Gad
Stuan. Fla daughter of Mr and
The home of Mrs. J. B. Weleon It w as not easy for him to over- through the instrumentaley of PeFriday. May 11
Street, at two-thirty o'clock.
Mrs. Dewey Jonse. and grandon North S:xth Street was thei come his race prejudice and be wil- ter in the house of Cornelius, the
• • • •
The North Murray Hotnernakensi
eerie of the meeting of the Morn- ling for Gentiles to share in all of prejudices of the leaders cf the
daughtar -.of the bate Dell Jones Club avill meet with Mrs.
John
The Christian Women's Fellowme circle of the Woman's Society the riches of Christ's wonderful sal- church and the Jewish Christiams fn
of this county. h a s cempleted Workman at one thirty
o'clock.
ship of the Ferst Christian Churda
plans for her wedding te George
' of Christian Service of the First vation. Peter's fellow-members in Jerusalem were greatly stirred. It is
• • • •
will have es general meeting at
Mrs. Dewey denea. and grandMethodist Church held Tuasday.! the church at Jerusalem were ready hardly conceivable that such glothe church at two-thirty o'clock.
Saturdal'• May 12
to exclude any who associiated
Mrs. G. D. Hayes • of Stuart. Fla. _paTh
wiih rious tidings should have given rise
May
8.
•
•
•
•
,t.
ynef
ta.a
e s.C2.
nt .Wendell0u
ip
y 0ci ry
.
the Gentiles, even though
The ceremony wen be performed chapter of the DAR
their to dissatisfaction, but they did.
J.
Matt
Mrs
Sparkman was the
will meet at
The Wernares Missionary Society
puypose in cLing so might be to When Peter returned to Jerusalem
on Saturday. June 9. at ton o'clock, .he home of Mrs. Roy
Devine. of tha First Baptist Church will a guest speaker for the morning. proclaim the
gospel to the Unsaved. to explain what had taken place,
in the morning at the First pr,,smeet at the ,eurcti at two-thirty She gave a most inteAsting and
Peter's preparation for being a there was' -a complaint that he visbytenan, Church in Stuart. ,Fla
inspirational
talk
on
the
theme.
Henry
Elliott
will be co- o'clock
Mrs
messenger to the Gentiles came th- ited and ate with the um...ileum:isDr George Bost will be clergy - hoe-ess.
"Family Week." She was introduc•
•
•
•
h
e waiting for ed. To a Jew. it was bad enough
man.
• • • •
by
Mrs.
ed
Nat
Hughes,
Ryan
The Music Department of the
the meal to be prapared, "Peter that a member of his rare stipuld
•
leader.
program
Mrs. James M Gerstner of PadMrs D F. McConnell will pre- Murray Woman's Club will meet
went up on the housetop to pray." talk to a Gentile, but to sit down
ucah. sister of the bride, will be sclt her piano Students in the at the club house at two-thirty
The vice-chairman, Mrs. Wilson, Both his soul and his body were in at the same able with him was
the matron of honer. The honorary , annual recital at the Woman's o'clock
a craving state: his soul craving for samething hat was Meetly taboo.
presided at the meetirg
• • • •
bridesmaids will be Misses Jac- t Club House at seven o'clock InDuring the social hour refresh- communications from God, and his
queline Woe.: and Eleab.th MC.7- terested friends are invited.
It la not difficult for us to see
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order ments were served by the hordes.. body for sustaining food. Soon after
• • • •
room Maeda:meg Ric:lard Pryor.
of the Rainbow for Girls will MiNnbers present were Mrs- H. reaching the housetop Veter fell in- how natural it was for the Jewish
James Adams. H H. Hipson. H.
Monday. Maya l4
meet at the Masonic Hall at sever. G. Dunn. Mrs. Pogue Outland, to a trance, a state in which his leaders, who possessed pride of anThe Peaasamt Grove Homemak- o'clock.
and William Crary
The installation of uthetars Mrs. Verne Kyle, Mrs. J. C. senses were sealed to all eurruund- cestry and rel.gion, to resent any
ers
The bestanan will be T. C Hayes t
Club will meet with Mrs Fred
change in the status quo, and how
will be held
Brooks. Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Mrs. ing objects. In that elate he had a
of Lakeland. Fee brother of the Hargis at one o'clock.
• • • •
vinon in which he beheld a sheet necessary it was for Peter to conBryan
Mrs.
E
Tolley,
A.
Tucker,
•
•
•
•
bridegroem The ushers will be
since them that his taking the
N'edneaday. May 111
• Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes, Mrs Bond. let down from heaven. To his utier
gospel of Christ to the Gentiles
I H. Hazeotale II. Bill H iddle. James
Tuesday. May 15
The Rost Hazel Homemakers and Mrs. Wilson. Guests were disgust and horror, within its !Jets
M. Gardrier, Robert Langbottore
Circle Il of the Vi'SCS of the Club
were all kinds of wild and revolt- was of God rather than of himself.
will meet with Mrs. William Mrs. Sparkman and efra
J. . E.
Joseph Bechtol, and Benjamir. First Methodist Church will meet
Here we have Peter's rehearsal of
ir.g animals, creeping things and
Adams at one o'clock.
James.
at two-thirty o'clock in the social
Fulton.
_ fowls of the air. Everything within the vision which he had while he
Miss Louise Beehen and Miss hall of he church with Mrs. M
him recoiled /rem such a ghastly__ was praying on te housetcp. He
Sar.dra Co:rein. c eeins- of the G. Wilkinson as hostess and Mrs.
sight. The purpose of OW vision made it clear that he learned that
bridegroom, will be the candle- Claude Farmer as cohostena.
was to renvirice_ Peter that the the purpose of his vision was to
•
•
•
•
lighters. The misttess of .
Gentiles, whom the Jews had es bring abourIght relationships mancarernonles will be Mite Lillian Armstrong
Circle' 4 of WSCS First Methteemed unclean and profane, were ward. He revealed that it took both
de: Church will meet with Mrs.
as admisaibile to the privileges of a vision and a command from Gad
ia
E. A. Tucker. 109 South Ninth
Christianity as the Hebrew people. to convince him that all restrict 7
Awaken:ng from his trance. Peter differentiating Jews bed Gent
was in doubt as to the real meere regarding -the plan of sala•it.
ing of the vision. Still reluctant te were abolished and that the gone .
'nave any feelings with the pagan -of-Christ is to be preached to all
Gentiles, the Holy Spirit spoke to men. All are smilers and need a ,
• Thee Euzeliar. Sunda) Sentool
On saying. "Behold, three men se- Saviour. Therefore. to every human
ek thee. Arise, therefore. and 04 being the opportunity should be
t::ass of the First Banes: Church
thee down and go with them. doub- presented to accept Christ as
eld its regular meeting at
ting nothing: for I have sent them." Saviour. After his marvelne
Baptist Student Cente. on TuesThen Peter saw clearly what he pet-tepee. Peter's Jewish p:,
day. May 8. at six -thirty o'clock
should do. He accompanied the men was overcome and he was it a
:T. the evening.
I,, the house of Cornelius, 'where the conviction that the Gent.;
- Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor of the
saved by grace e
, ma'Y were awa'ting his arrival. He too. could be
church, presented the program for
I frankly told them of his farmer musk faith in the Lord Jesus Ch ,
the meet:rig. He showed slides of
Note that when the divine c
prejudices toward the Gentiles, and
England. Holland. and SwitzerPe•
the r Added. --God histh showed me mend came to Peter: "Arise.
land that he made in his European
that I shoukl not cell any man coin- slay and•eat," it aroused a pre
and Holy Land tour last summer.
moo or unclean.- He hastily pro,- in him. Having been a loyal .n•
Mrs. Vester Orr and M,rs Hugh
Wilson's ' groups were in charge
of the arrangernenti for the even, int A delicious potluck supper
was served to the tierty-five perSons present.
• • '
.111
•

.11iss l'eggy Jones
Completes If'eddi»g
Plans Fo•- June 9 '-
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Gift of Leisure —
INTERNATIONAL STAINLESS
Every woman will lo‘e the beauty and prais.
the practicality of International Stainless in
the new Scope pattern ... mastercrafted in
steel by the International Silver Co. Lustrous
finish always at its best, never needs poll:40g
or pampering! Sixteen-piece staged set( four
4-piece place settings in smart gift box)
$19.95.

HOOT°

D.
Shah opened Si:•
hurne on North Seventh Stre. far the meeting
The Buler.eas
Women's Circle II the Woman's
elissAnary Soc.ety of the First
Church held on Morxt..y.
May 7. at seiren-fifteen onkok in
the evening
The Proerarn leader for the
evening was 'less Ruth Houston.
Onward Chnstor. Soldiers"
.we; ,
the theme of the program pe
sented by Mrs liadelle TaIar4 Mrs Web &fret.
Mss Laurane Terry, cheerer
preseled at the meeting.
Refreshments
e served
ths• hostesses. Mrs Smith a •
Mn Hunter l.ov. o the sixte.
pernme prese:at

International
Stainless

*To LASTSteve GRANGER

IVO Paot tss raflOri
Rottrt
. Nolan Debra

LINDSEY'S

QUADRUPLETS born to Mrs. George A. Iluntrr (lower) in
Dallas, Tee, are shown in hospital incubator. largest of the
female quartet weighed 3 pounds, 3 ounces and sir illest 2 pounds,
1 ounce. Mrs. Hunter is 23, has a daughter 14 morels. Husband, is
(interaction :Soun,tpt,tosi
an $S0-a-week aircraft worker.
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CAMERON $200.00
Also $100 to 2475
Wedding PpitS12 50

Furcl4es
JEWELRY
E. Side Sq.

Ph. 193-J

1-

't
WILLIAM FtBSCHHAUER, one of
the campers who were given a
nature talk at the Children's Aid
Society In New York City, II
pop-eyed as he holds a hog-nose
make. The talk was given to
familiarize the young campers
with the various animals they
might meet when they go to the
society's camp this summer.

SAVE NOW! TOASTMASTER TOASTER
Save now on this riff of gifts! I!.•reis Ameri'as all-time favorite—the most t. tnted toaster
of all. Easy to le why. The efo• pletely automatic "Toastmaster" Toaster
k es perfett
toast every time—light, dark. in-between!
Many Toastmaster toasters are'sti 1 in use after
25 years. She's sure to be pleased. Only $17.95.
• •

FREE
Once Again It Is Time For
FREE MOTH PROOFING
Have your winter woolens moth-proofed rifo.k
before putting them away for the suf4er.

•

Jones Cleaners
Phone 567
John Trotter

Thomas Redden

SENSATIONAL NEW LADY SUNBEAM
The wonderful gift—an electric shaver designed for the woman on your mind. Only
Lady nribeitm has the Micro Twin head. Ori:
edge especially ground for underarm use, the
other to shave legs—elose smooth. Ends foss
and muss, nicks and—cuts of soap and blade.
Small as a compact ...safe and sure. Choice
of six beautiful colors. Gift packaged. $14.25.

e
-,
FOR HER! BULOVA "LA PETITE"
(live her the world's tiniest 23-jewel watch,
fashioned in diamonds... the Sparkling New
Look in the world of *watches. Two brilliant
diamonds. The supremely accurate movement
is.timed to six precision adjustments. Unbreakable mainspring. The daintiest. most dependable watch money can boy. Only $59.50, giftbdxed.. Other' Bulova "La Petite" diamon.
watches to $150.00.
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FOR SALE

nights. Flossie Coleman
North 5th.

NOTICE

tlaisuppres.
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FOR RENT
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Elroy Sykes

Swarmer Termites

•

•

AB

inportant

starring John Payne
P-L-U-S —
"THE STEEL CAGE"

Are o warning of

COSTLY DAMAGE
OHIO VALLEY TERMINDs
Paducah, CORP.

Ky.

SUNDAY and MONDAY
"IT'S A DOG'S LIFE"
in

,Tittlentax-woriestlevnee'!'
termite control nrganizetion

CINEMASCOPE
In COLOR

Jeff Richards with
J arm a Lewis
and
Tom and Jerry Cartoon
Jamboree

For Information Can

M UR RAY LUMBER
COMPANY
Phone 262

town
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DRIVE-IN

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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•

One Man Rule
Under Attack
Over World

Hurt, 301 er billfold at Horse Show Friday
MHP night. Please call, Mark Lass.zer,
Hazel, hone By 2-3i61.
M120
BUSINESS HOUSE for • rept N.
USED WASHING machine. Looks 5th Street.
3100 square feet. Phone
and runs like n.w. Bargain. See 823.
MI2C
it at Crass Furniture Co.
MI2C
FOUR ROOMS with bath, hot
BUSES suitable for catins on Water tenk,
lineoleum on kitchen FURNITURE CLOSE OUT. All at
lake. Inquire Western Kentucky and dining room.
Vacant May 14. approximsd.ly one - half price.
Stages or call 456.
M120 W, P. Dulaney, 1112 Olive Street. Thousands of
dollars of new, modPhone 1123 W.
MI2C ern household furnishings. Living
ONE SET BUNK BEDS complete
rocm, bedroom, kitchen, dinette,
with mattresses. Slightly
used.
porch, .lawn. Also venetian blinds,
SERVICES
OFFERED
Looks like new. Bargain. See at
paints. wallpaer, awnings, luggage,
Crass Furniture Company.
3412C
linaleum, floor tile, small applianLAWNS MOWED -Power Mower. ces. cedar chests, robes, wool rugs,
Yards contracted for the summer. and numerous other items. We dePhone 912-W.
nc liver anywhere. Call us long distal ce collect. Phaue 1328. Province
EXPERT PIANO TUNING and reONE FURNISHED APT. 3 ro.ons
& Morgan, 315 N. Poplar Street.
_Democrats.
pairing. David Winslow. Call
Hat water, bath, 1206 West Main,
Paris. Tennessee.
1TC
Adenauer is chairman of the
Chu k's Music Center in Murray,
Phone 325.
M.14P
party There have been two de.puty
phone 1458.
J12P
WHY HU t :.-EW MOTOR when
chairmen.
,FERTLIZER Distributor, Conner
you can get one completely reFour Deputies Named
Implement Co. Pb. 1313.
1114C
LOST & FOUND
built for one-half price of new
Over Adenauer's protest, Ili,
party at a cm.ference Stuttga
tiower
1 motor, from one hors
HERE, ON EN!WETOI( ATOLL in the Marshall Islands, is the B-3'2
NICE ROOM, first floor. outside
crew assigned to droppmg the hydrogen bomb. From left: Maj.
LOST: Mee:leer made orown leath- one. hundred horse power. We also
entrance. Phone 1767 days, 866-XJ
buy, sell, and exchange. Plerceal.
David B. Critchlow, Sacramento, Calif., commander; Maj. Charles
TO SAVE MONEY
Electric. W. Broadway, Mayfield
T. Sniith, Pittsburgh, Kan., pilot; Maj. Dwight E. Durner, CharKentucky. Day phone 2173, nigh:
Answer to yesterday's Puzzle
lotte, Mich., navigator-bombardier; Mai. Floyd A. Amundsen,
On Your Plumbing
I626-M.
J71.
Grand Forks, N. D., navigator-wcaponeer:-Lt William A. Payne,
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Plainview, Tex., timer; T(Sgt. Pilchard E. Bingham, Pearlsburg,
IS•- les ;Amuck"
01313g113
oil g..teier
E,D
Va., mechanic; Col. Paul R. Wignall, Port Ardente, Tex., observer.
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1Saturday decided to name four pat:ails.
,
deputies.
Adenauer's
plea
that I Batista blamed Prio Soearras
Arnold's election would undermine for the outtoreaks
and had hiin
his authority went unheeded.
taken into ciastody briefly. Batista
One reasbn. uodoubtedly. is that !had ousted
him from the presiAdenauer has refused persistently dency in a coup
in 1952. Prio
to name his own political heir. He Socarras Went
I
into exile in Miami.
had come pretty near to promising
Fla., but returned in six months
that he would designate an heir ago. Batista
accused hire early
at the conference, Instead he made last month twf
plotting a revolt.
it plain that he means to stay
Rhee Election Certain
By CHARLES M. McCANN
in office indefinitely.
Finally. 81 yearold Syngmrin
United Press Staff Correspondent
In Spain. Franco is under attack Rhee is being
challenged by two
"One man rule" is under attack by intellectuals
and workers.
opponents in the presidential elecin four countries in widely sepaStrikes Follow
tion to be held May 15. They
rated parts of the world.
were seriousRiotsTher
riots in are campaigning largely against
The leaders concerned are Chan- February in
Madrid between uni- Rhee's firm one-man rule.
cellor Konrad Adenauer of West versity students
and members of
Germany, Generalissimo Franeisr.o Franco's Falange Party. Now
there
Franco of Spain, President Fulgen- has been an outbreak of
strikes.
cio Batista of Cuba and President involving scores
of thousands of
Syngman Rhee of South Korea.
workers, in industrial northern
Adenauer and Rhee became their Spain.
countries' leaders in the course
OPeositton to Batista broke out
of normal political elections. France in Matanzas province in Cuba
attained power as the result of Sunday. A band of rebels, apthe Spanish civil war. Batista parently
supporters
of ' former
got back trip the presidency by President Carlos Prio Socarras, THURSDAY and FRIDAY
a coup.
attacked an army post. Fifteen THE SEVEN YEAR ITCH'
Each is the outstandingly domi- rebels were killed. Foie university
in CLNEMASC'OPE
nant figure in the country con- Students had been killed earlier
starring Marilyn Monroe
cern ed.
last week in attacks on pollee
with. Torn Ewell
New 80 year °la Adenauer's one
man rule is being challenged not
SATURDAY ONLY
only by members of opposition
* DOUBLE FEATURE *
political parties but by the rank
and. file of his own Christian
"SANTA FE PASSAGE"
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nymph, Val. Didn't you ever I they see the three-,eeged eere,
CHAPTER 31
,an1Val think of the stage? Why did you I and imagine that duppies cad
theAl 3,FTbc
E
iatIretr-N
ta0
7eO
ady
Ns Dirk,
zombies walk."
take up nursing ?"•
Tia
iln
Aod
T
s
"Things like that I want to
"I don't know. I suppose
blue-tiled swimming
the
'e
influenced
me,"
write about," Dirk said readily.
Tom's
enthusiasm
pool of the Myrtle Bank Hotel.
On the rrcony of the bathing she laughed, "1 didn't think I'd "It's all part of the remains oe
establish ent, a n !,ve band make the grade. I had a heck of their voodoo religion, of course?"
"I shouldn't use the word .replayed American jazz and their a temper as• child and it wasn't
much better, I'm afraid, when I riaine,'" John said gravely.
native calypso songs.
first started my training. But I "While most at the native Je"I'm going to have a grand
learned to control it." She niairans give lip service to Christime collecting these calpso
tianity, and undoubtedly many of
grinned. "Matron made ni,e'
songs," Dirk said enthusiastical"She must have succeeded very them are devout Chrietians, they
ly, "and all the old folklore that
well. I've never seen anyone as cannot eradicate the old suisersti•
goes with them. By the Way,
patient as you were with Aunt tions their ancestors were reared
John, I've just heard that that
cm. The old voodoo beliefs are as
May."
book I did on Fin has been ac"I fried," she said uneasily. alive today as they ever were.
cepted."
"But Pm not sure I succeeded Just now Jane mentioned duppies
"Splendid, splendid. I hope 'ere well. Maybe if I, hail, she tied zombies. But ot eourae . you
you're going to let me do the il- wouldn't have disliked me as know all about them?"
lustrations for the new one."
"I don't," Val said. "Plcase tell
much as 1 telt she did."
Dirk grinned at him. "Why
"She didn't dislike you, Val.
John reetimed obligingly. "A
else do you thins I came out to Since Eileen's death she's had a
ghost like ours, the
stay with you?"
kink about young girls. I think duppie l
"I thought it was because you It's been partly a guilt complex. ordinary common old garden
loved us," Jane broke in.
I believe she knew that if she ghost of someone who has died
"You know I love you and I hadn't Interfered with Eileen's peacefully and naturally. The
appreciate like hock your loving and Bruce's romance, Eileen natives aren't frightened of dupme. But you have to love Val would be a happily married wom- tees, but," he paused slightly, "a
too, you know."
an today. Frankly she made zombie is a different matter. A
Jane looked toward Via a litUe Eileen's life miserable. AS a m- zombie is the ghost of someone
doubtfully. "I'm sure I could if I ann, Eileen sometimes drank too who died a violent death, cut oft
knew she was loyal to you." She many cocktails, and when she in the prime of his youth by murkickid the water with a small, did she drove recklessly. It caused der or occident. The natives betanned foot. "Why should Val the accident which killed her," lieve that zombies, though buried,
arc still really alive. Every now
rush off to Montego Bay now, he added slowly.
when we're all waiting to hear
and then they leave their graves
"She died at once?"
the result of the autopsy?"
Ile shoo.t his head. "That's the and walk the earth, and they
"Little idiot, you." Ile spoke tragic part of it. She was thrown must keep on doing it until the
quite crossly. "Val has to report out when the ear skidded, but the full span of their lives would have
fig duty tomorrow."
autopsy revealed she didn't die ended in the normal way."
There was a slight valve: "InVal slipped quietly Into the until some time later. Unfortuwater and started swimming nately It was an unfrequented teresting." Dirk commented
away. She sank her hot, flushed road and,no one earnest/0ns; until gravely. "There may be more
truth in that belief than we ourface into the cool water; again it was too kite."
She felt wretched and uncertain
"How gbastly,"1 she whispered. selves want to admit."
Val glanced across at his fare.
in her mind.
They started swimming back
Eileen Featherstone had died a
Someone swam beneath her toward where, at the far end of
and almost immediately Dirk' the pool, Jane and John were sig- violent, untimely death. Would
head appeared, shaking the salt naling to them. Because of the she, like a zombie, remain alive
water out of his face, laughing cloudy weather they changed be- until her normal life span had
up into her wet face.
fore they sat out in the big gar- run out? Was that the real bar"Don't take it to heart-what den shelter and had tea. The at- rier between Bruce and herself?
Dirk glanced dowr. at his
Jane said, Val darling," he said mosphere was more humid, and a
wristwatch. "You'll have to be
earnestly. "She doesn't under- strung wind was rising.
stand that a job is a job as far
Jane was the first to comment quick finishing your tea, Val," he
as you're concerned."
on the sit (I d en change in the said practically. "It's almost Uwe
"Hut I do feel like a quitter." weather. "I think we're in for a you were meeting Miss felrim
'Nonsense, my angel. After storm. Stormy can- be terrific and Prime in the lounge."
Jane looked up again at the
all, it was I who suggested your over here, frightening and dandriving across with Harridan and gerous, especially if you're up in darkening sky. -"Ian darn glad
, that Felton girl." He smiled and the mountains." She shivered I'm not driving over the mourn,
abruptly changed the subject slightlY and added, "It's on storm tains tonight."
"You look like a lovely sea nights that the AatIves believe ...ie., fro Be Coatisecd;
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CUT, Ail MUSTN'T THINK
0' MANSELF.17- AH GOTTA
FIGGER OUT HOW VLEAVE
DAISY lvtAE AN'HONEST
AE WELL-PROVID1 D FO'-

k

By Al Capp
AH COULD GO
WC)RKBUT Ti-IETD TIRE ME OUT.?
-AH BETTER THINK 0'
SOMETHIN' ELSE..
rr-

C-CAIN'T THINK 0 NO WAY
BUT WORKINr- ONLY, TH'
MORE AH THINKS OF IT, TH'
T I REDER AH
GITS.
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ARRIE an' SLATS

By Raeburn Van Bum
WATCH (SHUDDER) YOUR
DON'T -44 In. HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
COME
STEF GOVERNOR-THIS .WORRY, I CAN
OVER TO MY HOUSE? WE CAN
BOY MAKES CAESAR
HANDLE HIM
HAVE LOTS OF FUN, YOU AND I.
BORGIA LOOK LIKE
....BRATLEY,
AN AMATEUR/
MY BOY...

MAYOR SNOOTWORTHY THIS IS GOVERNOR
LPP.
1"". WELL, WELL, SONNY ft,.
LOOKS LIKE YOU'RE
HAVING A HIGH OLD
TIME AS TOP MAN
IN YOUR TOWN'

THE KIND OF FUN WE'RE
GOING TO HAVE CL'
Ft5IDES
WON'T FORGET FOR A
LONG,LONG TIME
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TRY CHICAGO FLUORIDATION

•

Scieitce Conies
To Aid Of
Chicken Picker
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent

YID

••••

"H

•

- -

FLUORIDATED WATER becomes available for Chicago's south
Eiders with this drinking ceremony following turning of a
valve by Dr. Maurice Hoeltgen (left(. president of the Chicago
Medical society. Other drinkers are Mayor Richard Daley (middle)
and Dr. G. W. Solfrank. president of the Chicago Dental society.
By July all the city's water will be fluoridated. (faternational)

Hollywood
Hotel Doomed
To Oblivion

-Hundreds come here every day
for a last look since the razing
was announced." he sad.
"We knew the end was coming
But. he sighed. it 1,V3S quite a
blow "
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1-ALE_NTS WERE
GIVEN 1-0 FOLKS TO
DEVELOP ticrr
WASTE /
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MRS — MURRAY, WY:

that a ma!: do, -ii t have to wear, of how
far science has gone in
his chicken-piclurn fingers to the this business.
,more. Selene? has come Old Abe used to tell
nub any.
Fred and
to the rescue.
me that the important thing was
Devise New Wrinkle
to Sc: that you got all of the fuss
Seth S. Barker and Allen W. and feathers off
the
of the
Sharp. a couple of old fowl pickers bird and also
around the tail. At
from Ottumwa. Iowa. have come two cents a
bird that ran into a
up with a new wrinkle in the bit of time and
a loss of potential
mechanical poultry picking busi- income.
ness.
A novice plucker, or a careless
P.cking machines have been on
the., market for a long time, but one, is apt to overlook little
these two bawkeyes have come up details. Some of the old-fashioned
With one i
hat eliminates the need machines did, too.
for a -he -holding device."
In a 1 nand preamble to explaining how patent No. 2,743,477
works. Barker and Sharp went to considerable trouble to give .
a' history of chicken.pickin•.
"In the dressing of poultry."
they report, one of the steps is
picking the feathers from the
fowl." It has been demonstrated.
they added. that good
picking 1
results come "by picking both
with the lay of the feathers- and .
against the-lay of the feathers'
AU Through Selene*
i
That wit give you a rough idea

neck
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Any Night Now
May Be The Last

4*.

TOASTMASTER

t•..1
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'SENORITAS' IN ADLAIS CORNER
•
al

The Hollywood Hotel is the
symbol of early Hollywood. Then
stars were truly flamboyant There
was no television and Southern
".7alifornis was young and smogless.
The hotel opened May 3. 1903.
Hollywood then was country Barley fields and
orange
groves
surrour.ded the hotel and cows
wandered down the dusty road
out in front. The hostelery was
an hour's ride from Los Angeles.
In 1912 wild men of the movies
replaced the wild oranges and
Hollywood became a bustling place
Rudolph Valentino. Gloria Swa7.son. Pc la Negri. Charlie Murra)
and Mary Pickford were amon.:
stars who thronged to the hotel
On the old-fashioned dining room
ceding it:1i can be seen a few
taunted stars embisiluthed
with
:new names. The celebrities danced
...rider those stars every night to
- Alexander's Ragtime Band" and
Knis Me Again'
jr the labbx stands the piano
n which one resident. Carrie
Jacobs Bond. wrote -The End of
Perfect Day"
L B. Mayer and Irving Thalberg.
MGM execunves, shared a room
the Sparnsh-style hotel. Great*
Garbo registered incognno

POWERMATIC 2-SLICE TOASTMASTER
TOASTER
The world's most distinctly different
... the world's finest gift. Features toaster
unique
Power-Action that lowers bread automaticall
toasts it, and serves it up FAST—all by itselfy,
:
No levers to press, no watching. Toasts
slice in either slot. Toast release permit pne
s
terruption of toasting at any time. $27.5 in0
ADLAI E. STEVENSON Is flanked by "senoritas*
Dorothy Young (left)
and Adella Strauss after delivering a speech in
Culver City in a bid
for the California delegation in the June 6th
primaries. Stevenson
v..as the winner in five recent primaries
over Sen. Estes Kefauver
for the Democratic nomination for President.
(Internatioaan

MURRAY

MAYFIELD

Up To 2 Years To Pay

FREE GIFTS OF
FURNITURE

of
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Buick SKr AL
4-Poesiong4or 2-Doe.
1.4041•4 461

Itk Rigger than Both of&ft
-butits price makes it one of
America's 3hest sellers

Ifs as simple as this:
The Ideal Gift For

Only two cars in all creation outsell Buick. And
they
are two of the well-known smaller cars.

Mothers Day
1.50
3.00
3.00 - 3.50 - 4.50
1.50 - 3.00
.
1.50
2.00
3 00
1.25 - 2.00
'3 00
All Prices

CORSAGES

So maybe it will pay you to ask how come Bnick
has
zoomed to the No. 3 spot with such fast-s
elhug
company.
Well. one answer is the beautiful aud brawny
Binci
SpEcost. you see pictured here - and the -low
price it
carries.
It's the biggest bundle of high-vowered perfor
mance
and high-fashion luxury ever offered in Buick's
lowestpriced Series.
And that means•more people want it and can
afford it,
because it's priced only a few dollars more than
its two
smaller-car rivals-even less than some models of
those
ve7 same cars.
But the big answer comes from a sure fact more
folks
have discovered: you get more pure automo
bile for
your money in Buie k than you get elsewhere.
Here, you get the extra wallop of big new Buick
power
Al N CONDITIONING

Artificial Designs

Shirley Florist
Phone 188

YOU SELECT WHAT YOU WANT
YOU BID WHAT YOU WILL
No Reasonable Bid Refused

CASH or TERMS

lifie Was Gay
Lae was gay in Hollywood then
Once the manager had to nail the
first flcor windows abut to train
merry guests to come in the front
door.
There was a movie and radio
snow
called
-The
ft Alywood
Hotel." But when plustuer hotels
were binfr in other parts
the
(ny. the Hollywood Hotel became
an inexpensive home for tourists
and elderly film workers Actor
Grant Mitchell is one or 90 permanent residents now searching for
another place to live.
Today the old hotel vita out
its last days almost unnoticed
while streetcars clang by Some
old-timers turned out Thursday
for a farewell party in the 1 -4SbY•
Valentino's old bedroom is empty
aid dark. A rusty rad.ator suns
r. 'the roof

r1ER A NIU MS
F7CIISIAS
GLOXINIAS
144'1)RANGEAS
CHRYSANTHEMUMS
DOUBLE PETUNIAS
BEGONIAS
ANGEL WING BEGONIAS
CALA DIU M S
MIXED POTS
DISH GARDES

LINDSEY'S

The Auction Wiry End Tonight, or Saturday Night, We Don't Know, But We Do
Know That We Must End It And Vacate
he Building.

OUR LOSS ... YOUR GAIN

POTTED PLANTS

500 N. 4th

FRIT-MY -- MAY 11, 195n
But Barker and Sharp think they
have the thing licked -from
neck
to tail. With (nig% and whe,
running at top speed, they say
2,743.477's little fingers run I
and down the drum sticks iii.
breast, grabbing off feathers doo
to the smallest pin.
That could be. In any c.
beats doing the job by hand

Young And Smoglesis

- -By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Staff Cerrespondeni
HOLLYWOOD in
After 53
years .1 high living and then
quiet old age.-Hollywood's famous
landmark - the Hollywood -Hotel
- has been condemned to oblivon.
Since 1949 the new owners have
beer. threatening to tear down
the faded. crumbling hotel on the
corner of H:nlywood Blvd and
Highland Ave Next rn..nth they'll
at Lost get around to it and put
up an office bund:ng and a new
hotel
.1 dropped in for a last look at
the Ian:in:a-it and found Manager
Leslie
t's
! nroo

!Lai Latents
ha% e although
riven b) our Maker
n ere
iherished and nourishad h. our
Moths r Errs do should therefore. be -Mother's Day"
hut
let's make a special effort to
remember
her
sunda)
The
till!, BLOCK COMPANY ext. rids our best wishes to the
onderful Mothers in Murras
arid • ic

WASHINGTON tr -- As a barefoot boy. I plucked ducks. geese
I and chickens for Abe Rosenbloom
- in Farmer City, Ill.
Abe was pretty decent about it.
He paid Fred iSouns-Bean and me
otwo cents • bird. He hurried us
t up and said that if we worked
• real hard, we could get rich
fast. .
Abe raven went beyond the call
duty He let us fetch home most
f the feathers. Washed out good.
, they made nice filling for quilts
and pillows.
All of which carnes up to the
present. I was happy, to learn after
a ,visit to the U S Patent Office

umnrn &

5.
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COOL 045W LOW PRIGS
It cools. Alton. diAurnidifiot
04i 4 $40,0,, Co•nfoct in your no.
Buick with ginii.ne
FOli1010A1011E CONDITIONINO
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raised to a new high -and pouring in smooth whispe
r
from a brand-new :322- cubic-inch V8 engine of
true
high compression.
Here, you get the matchless buoyancy of Buick's great
new ride-the extra-safe feeling of Buick's new handli
ng
ease-the extra stretch-out comfort of Buick roominess
-the extra solidity and strength of Buick structure-the
extra pride and prestige of Buick's new styling and dash.
Here. too - and nowhere else - you can get the silksmooth performance and flash-fast response of Buick's
advanced new N'ariable Pitch Dynaflow•-the world's
only transmission with the gas-saving mileage, and
fiwiich-pitch action of the modern airplan
e propeller.
This week-this very diy, if you wish-you can sample
all these Buick blessings to your heart's content and
your poicket's joy. Why not drop in on us and do just
that?
•New Advanced Variable Pitch Deringno it the only
Dynaflow
Buick builds today. It is standard an Roadmaster,
Super
and Century-optional modest extra cost
on the Special.
..............
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BestBuick Yet
—WilEN UM* AUTOMOBILII ARV SUM WOK tent
BUILD THEM

Denton Buick Company

607 to 609 Maple St.

Murray, Ky.

(Just Register At The Door)
This is the biggest furniture bargain festival
ever held in this area ... Seeing is believing
... Come and join in time fun. You won't be
sorry!

AUCTION EVERY NIGHT 7:45
Come Early and Get A Seat
FREE PRIZES EVERY AUCTION
Just register before 7:30

Purchase-wise furniture buyers ... this is your
opportunity of a life-time ... Don't be sorry!
Be
present! Our loss is your gain. Hurry, Hurry
,
Hurry! This is it!

Dining room Furniture, Lamps, Tables, Living
room
Furniture, Bed Room Furniture, Rugs, Beds.
Springs
Mattresses, Occasional Chairs,
Stoves, Studio
ouches, Cedar Chests, Kitchen Furnit
ure and
undreds of other items for the home too
numerous
to mention, including Furniture from *cores
of nationally advertised lines. See it
with your own eye.

mommisommas

RILEY'S
FURNITURE
MURRAY, KENTUCKY STORE ONLY

You All Come
t
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